
CHA.PrER VI 

HARE Is .. CR.ri IOUE OF NATURALISM 

I 

Moore 1 s heirs are of tv10 kinas. There are those who 

carry on moral philosophy of the same type as.Moore•s, the so-
. ltl 

called intuitionists, such as Prichard and Ross. And to t'il 

other kind be long to the critics of intiutionism, CollingwoOd 

and Ayer., The latter contrasted between the factual and tn~~ 
!i: -~~ 

ernotiveo stevenson suggested the idea of the moral wspaseecth0•~tdir.ect: in saying that the primary functicm of moral words f~ 
tr1e attitudes of otht::1rs. Further, hcu held that for good and for 

other evaluative expressions no complete definition in descrip.-

tJi.ve terms can ev«~r be given. He agreed with .Moore that ~oo<! 

cannot function as the name of u· natural, io.e., empirically 

descriptive property. The facts are logically divorced from the 

evaluations for stevenson as much as for l"looi.·e. 

Hare paid attetntion ·to t\ro intimc:ttely related topics, 

the question of crit;;;:ria which nre employed in calling things, 

acts, or people good or bad, and the question of moral reasoning. 

The Language of Moral_!! opens with an identification of moral 

speech-act .. or_, Hare specifies the na·t.ure of moral language by 

means of an initial distinction between prescriptive and descrip.-

tive lc.nguage. Prescriptive language is imperatival, in that it 
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tells us to do this or that. Apart f:t·om imperatives ·in the 
nre 

ordJ.na:cy sense, thereLproper.ly ev·aluative expJ.""Elssieons. These~ are 
in 

also practical, butL,d:Lfferen·t~ ways. Q.~ght sentences, if they are 

~enuinely evaluative, entail imperatives addressed to anyone 

in the relevant situation, and anyone here includes the person 

vrho utters the sentence. The criterion of uttering the oughtt 
' !:' 

sentence sincerely is that, on the relevant occasion and if the 

speaker can, he does in fact act in obedience to the irnpera~ive 

entailed by the ouS;Jht which he utters to himself. ~' by 

contrast, is used to corrunend; to call X good is to say that it 

is thi.:~ kind of X we s.~1ould ch9ose if we wanted an x. The criteria 

which I err,ploy in calling something ~!:JOOCl are criteria which, if 

1 am engaged in genui.ne evaluations, I have chosen, and _r.;,hj.ch I 

endorse by my ver.v use of them. Evaluative expressions and moral 

rules are thus both eXi>·ressions of the agent 1 s fun<:ir_..:.1ental choices. 

'I' he role of choice in 11are 1 s prescriptivism is far clearer and 

far less objectionable than the role of a~titudes or feeltngs 

\vc.s in emotivism. It does' not preclude the use of argument in 

morals .. 

Hare has been a pioneer in the logical investigation of 

imperat:!:Lves .. He pointed out that in imperatival· discourse, 

conclusions can follow from premises in a straight::i:orward way, 

vioLJ.ting none of the ordinar:y rules of entailment .. Because 

·. ·. 



and therefore carry their usual meanings, and gent.'l1ne moral 

argument is possible. But, so. Hare furt}Jer holds, the meaning 
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of ,::valuative prescriptive expressions is such that no evaluative 

or drescriptive conclusion·can follow from premises which do not 

include at least one •:~val uative or prescriptive .premise. Or, 

Hare reiterates the thesis that no ought follows merely from !£!.• 

so fa.l~ as the doctriht3 of 'fhe,;.. Lariguage of Morals goes, it seems 

to follo\v that the pat.tern of moral argument is a transition from 

a moral major premise and a factual minor premise to a moral 

conclusion. It may aloo be mentioned that Hare's view of •entail-

ment • looks back to' c. J. Lf?.w.is' notion of • stl:iot implication •. 

That .is, ~.,e may add,· moral argument is an e.x.erci~e in modalities. 

And further, th~ fo1~m of moral argument, las Hare explicates it, ·~i 

corresponds to the logical equivalencr:! known as the laws of . 

exportation and importation. 

Now havj_ng est,abli:.ahed the rationality of rcoral discourse, 

Hare proceeds to a critique of rJaturalism. He shows that logical 

relations such as entailroont and inconsistency may hold between 

propositions in the imperative mood, as well as between those in 

the indicative mood .. Therefor,3, to say that an argument contains 

an imperative is no·t to say that it is irrational or governed by 

no logical laws. There occurs a version of the argument against 

natu.r·alism, in the form of a proof that from indicative premises 
1 
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nothing but an indicative conclusion can be deduced. 

Hare 1 s critiqu•3 of natur·alism lies in the second part of 

'l'he_.f.anguag~ of Horals .. It dispenses with ontology altogether, 

i.e~, it 'is not base<;l, as Moore's critique was, on the assumption 

that good is a name of a simple. non-natural property. Nor does 

presuppose. the thesis that whatever is simple is unanalyzable, 

and that to define is to analyse. ~~ being simple, was indefinable. 

·since it was unanalyzable. Hare's argument has remotely something 

to do wj_th descriptive definiens of ,2009_. But properly speaking · '· 

it is concerned \~i·th the fact conurendation of a th.ing for having 

a certain property would become impossible, if descriptivism · 

were true.And. it is worth reminding that, for Hare, na-turalism 

is a species of descriptivism .. 

Let us now look at Hare • s .critique. Naturalistic defini-

tions of ethical terms make ethical propositions a merely factual 

account of what is, but, as Kant long ago insisted, 'what to 

be' cannot be reduced to 'what is•. The follo\~ing may be taken 

as a· staterr.ent of Hart:!' s critique : If a naturalis1:. defines 

• good ' as c we have to ask whether he 'ever wishe.s to conurend 

anything for being c.. If he says that he does, we have only to 

point out to him that his definition makes this .impossible' • For 

to commend it for.- being C would then be just to say it is C 
; 

because it is c.. 'And clearly he cannot say th<:lt he never wishes 

to commend anythin9 for being c, :for to conunend th;lngs for being 

c is the whole objec:t of his theory'. 



Hare goes on to formulate his notion of the evaluative 

meaning .. It may be the case that·descript.ivism·makes moral 

judgments impossible, yet it retains some truth. -Descriptive 

terms and phrases const.ttute what Hare had earlier called the 
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_phrastic, and they refer to actual or possible states of affa.tr. 

In other \~rds- descriptive force or meaning of •words and 

phras1as is constitutive of the 'propositional core of moral 

language. As Hare distinguishes hilnsE::lf from the emotivists, \'lho 

had desisted noral l&lguage o£ ·any descriptive force altogher, 

he shmvs that the moral lan(,;uage is a rational discourse and 

obeys the laws of .logic. AccoJ~ding.ly, Hare is careful in his 

attempt to accoriuiooate the truth of descriptivism in his meta· 

ethics. 

value words or judgments have two points of meaning, 

descriptive as well as commendatory. There is a good case of 

reason giving for our use of value t~rins. Ascription of value 
. I 

terms presuppose criteria. And criteria are description of good

making properties. But Hare's point is that saying that something 

is good is to make a choice, but it is hardly the case that 'the 

criteria6 or for that matter, description of empirical properties 

of a thing logically obliges one to choose or decide in favour 

of that object. 'l'his is what descriptivism asserts and Hare refuses 

to assent to .. No\'1 that vaiue terms or judgments have both aescrip.. 

·tive and commenuatory .rn,:::anings, •-..rhat maJ<.es them evaluative is that 

the corrunend.atory ffidanin~,; ):las a primacy, the descriptive maaning 



has only a criteria lo,gical .significant and is secondary in 

importance to the cor.~ndatoryv 

II 

Hure talces up the issue of descriptivism in the Freedom 

arid Reason. He opens the chapter on "Descriptive· Meaning". by 

making the remark that meaning is rule dependent. {f/Ords or 

phrases can be said to have descriptive meaning if they obey 

the descriptive meaning rule. A rule is the consis·t.ency of 

practice in the use of an expression. ~o have a ru.:....! is to be 

able to know beforehand what would constitute a misuse of a 

certain term. Accordingly, a term is said to be descriptive if 
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its proper use is guiqed by descriptive meaning rule .. A mistaken 

use of a term Decomes possible when the corresponding r~~e is 

violated, and this results in a false statement. Hare distin-

gu1shes referring from describin2:• For example, the word 'itt 

refers but does not O.escr ibe, \'lLile colour words li.ke 'blue • or 

•red' describes but does not refer. This means that descriptive 

·terms make a special class of v.rorda. Now, ·more import.antly, cones 

the notion of descriptive judgxrent, and Hare goes· on to say that 

'A judgment is descriptive if in it the J?redicatu or prediclates 

are descriptive terms and the mood is indicative•., 

Hare, further, poin: .. .J to the connex1on betwc=~e:p descriptive 

judgments and mo.ral judgements. Both classes of judgments are 
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universalizable .. 'l'his does not mean that JTOra1 judgments are 

6.escriptive, though they do have descriptive rneanj.ng. The point 

is that all judgrrents that have descriptive meaning are univer-

salizable. r.a·t us see how does it obtain. • If a person says ·that 

a thing is red, he is committed to the view that anything which 

was like it in the relevant respects would likewise be· red 1 

(~ II). The point is that ·the descriptive judgment. 'This is red' 

entails 'Everything like tl'~is in the relevant respects is red•. 

·To say ·that something is red is to say that it is· of a certain 

kind, and therefore, anything which is of that same kind is red. 

Sin9ular descriptive judgments are then universalizablel because 

one cannot without inconsistency apply a descriptive t.erm to.one 

thing and refuse to apply it to another similar thing (similar 

in the relevant respects). This would constitute a rnisus~ of-the 

term. 

It should be ndticed further that in using a descriptive 

ter!r: one uses some universal rule, and Hare contends that the! 

universal rule which is involved in the use of descriptive 

exp.-r·e.sE;j_ons is a meaning-rule. This nOl'.T brings us to Hare• s 

thesis that both descriptive judgments and value judgments carry 

descriptive meaning .. let us take two instances to show t-:1e point, 

(a) If A calls a thing red. then A is committed to calling anything 

else like it red; (b) If B says th~1t a thing a good .X., then B is 

committed to calling a11y X like it good .. In the first case •red' 
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is used in accordance 'IIlith a meaning-rule. In the second case 

the reason for ·saying that any X like i.t good is a little compli

catedu This would not be so for a natu:r·alist, for he considers 

"' ·tha~ ·the rules _for ascribing value \'lOrds are descriptive meaning-

rules; and that the rules completely determine the meaning of 

value-1.110rds. In short, for the naturalist, a value-word is just 

one kind of descriptive expression. 

Hare distinguishes between sorts of descriptivisim. Moore, 

he says was descriptivist of the non-natural sort. It is the 

pres~ence of a non-natural property alone tnat makes the ascription 

of value-words permissible ... An ordinary naturalist would say that 

the property present is describable in empL:ical, ioe., natural, 

terms,· since the property itself is natural or empirical. Having 

made the distinction. Hare goes. on, to characterize his own 

meta-ethical position as Universal Prescriptivism. This charac-

terization is parasitic of a further.distinction between a strong 

and a w·eak descriptivism (E.B, l7 ). Descriptivism is strong if it 

is he.la that moral judgments are descL·iptive i.e., their des-

criptiv·e rreaning exhausts their neaning. Descripttv.ism is weak 

if it averred that moral judgments, bf:!sides possess.ing descrip.. 

tive meaning have prescriptive meaning as well. For Kant a moral 

judgittent would have no descriptive meaning at all • .In his meta-

ethical position. Hare seeks to harmonise thP,=:!e theses of 

universalizability, prescr iptivity and descriptivi1;ye 'I'hese ··re 
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mutually consistent, bhat is, they do not contradict one another. 

strong descriptivism .is consistent with prescriptivity of moral 

judgments, but not wi·th the weaJcer fo.r·rn .. Again wec:i.k descriptivi~m 

entails universalizability. That the language of m<>rals is a 

rational discourse can only be shown if only prescJ::-iptivity and 

universalizability, or ior that matter, weak descriptivism can be 

combined. what is interest. i ng to note is that Hare is seeking to 

retain what is sound in descriptivism, and adding 1:.o it the element 

of prescriptivity in the case of moral judgments. 'The truth in 

naturalism is ·that moral terms do indE:!ed have descriptive meaning. 

It is not the only ·element in their mE~aning, and it is there·.fore 

misleading to refer to it, as do the naturalists, as the meaning 

of a moral term; but in virtue of possessing this descriptive 

meaning moral judgments are universalizable, and naturalism has 

·the merit of implying this • (EB 21 ). 

;..Jith reference to Hare's critique of naturalism it may 

no~rJ be said that the combining of prescriptivity with '!.'leak 

descriptivism ensures the non-deducibility of ough~ from is~ 

Since descriptive mecming does not exhaust the neaning content 

of rnoral teLms, the non-c!escr.iptive element in their mc.·ining 

makes a difference in their logical behaviour. Descriptivism, 

vrhen it is strong, is moral ineffectual, a matter o- talkinca,, 

poor enough to serve as a moral principle. But weak descripti-

vism, on t~!e contrary, in conjunction ".-!it·, prescr iptivity is a 

syn·thetic moral princ:iple to ~ by. Hare has wanted moral 
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is ·true that there exists unanimity of people • s evaluations, 

certain descriptive meaning is often tied securely to value-words. 

And it becomes possible to derive judgments of v;:<Lue from non

evaluative statements. This is what the naturalist is inclined 

to co. But no one can be ~ogic.:_~.!l, compelled t~o accept the evalua

tion. what one ·is compelled to accept is what is implied in the 

cescr iptive meaning of the we>rd. The naturalis·e• s c:::onceptual 

apparatus does not really yield any evaluation. His moral argument 

is simply a repetition of his premise., \'lhat is entailed by the 

description. Hare's point is that no conceptual apparatus is 

lo~iically cornpell.irig with regar:d to the acceptanct;) of a certain 

evaluation •. 

Logic alone does not matter with Hare, rather it is the 

los;ical consequences of the logic of moral language that mat~ters 

heavily. 'tlhether the logical consequences we can accept or not 

if; the question. '.rhe naturalist does not undertak<e the exploration 

into the case lrrhether the logical consequences are acceptable. to 

us and also can ba extended to other people, actual or hypothetical. 

This is the core of tmiversalizabi.l·ity. 'l'here is a differen<:e 

bett11een 'verbal legislation• and 'moral thought•· (g~. 195}. Ano. 

Ha:::~e 1 :;; idea is that one cannot get· 'content• into moral judgrrents 

by verbal legislation alone, as the naturalist seek to do. 

How aoes facts corre into moral judgments? Moral pres<::rip

·tions can be inconsistent 'N'ith other prescriptions:, but not with 
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statement of facts. if a prescription is not possible, logically, 
. . . . . 

to be combined with prescriptions of other kinds, ~e cannot accept 

or assent to them at the same time. It is never the case with 

regard to statements of .fact. The form of the impossibility of 

combining inconsistent prescriptions, according to Hare, is as 

follov1s: for any prescription P it c?:Dnot be asserted that P. 

but-even so-- non•P. From Hare's position p and not pare 

different, one is actual, another is hypothetical, a distinction 

the naturalist ooes not abide by. l-Ienee Hare would say, 'If I 

in another situation assent to the imperative 0 p 11
, then even so, 

not.-p~. The first im:perative is but in ·quotation marks, that means 

it is not issu8d at all. 

It is non-contradictory, but morally vacuous. we enter 

imaginatively into a hy_I)Othetical situation, and think about it 

and as~ it 1r1ere going really to happen to us. Our desires in both 

the actual and hypothetical case are not different. uA hypothe

tical similar situatton is similar" (EB, 197). 1\llc.l that is why 

,.,e do· not like our desjx·es even in. hypot.hetical situations to · 

be frustrated• The ·tb.esis of universalizability requires that we 

can not aisregard thel desi.r·es of our neighbours~· If we c.o, then 

either we shc.ll have do contend ourselves with singular pres

criptions, or l:.Je have to play the role of fanatics. Hare's 
to 

concept of a fanatic is app1icableLthose who would believe that 

they \'!ere going to suffer evils like those which, for their ! . 

present ends, they WE!re proposin<; to .inflict on others. A Nazi 

,, 



is a fanatic if he would want to get rid of Jews rnor.e than he 

wants himself to live. Fortunutely such people are rare. 
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The • issue between nat.uralism and prescriptivism may now 

be stated vis-a-vis f c:lCts that one mi~Jht appeal to in support 

of moral judgments. The naturalist avers that given cert~ non

n·oral facts about an action, a moral judgment is entailed. 

According to prescriptivism 'there are no non-mn·al.facts•. 

(FR 198) such that it could entail a rr.oral judgment. Non-moral -
facts can there be as part of the ingredients of a moral judgment. 

There is no denying· that the facts of the case should be given 

since all rroral argunent .is about some particular e1et of facts,. 

actual or hypothetical. There is then the logical framework 

provided by the meaning of the words like •ou',;;ht•. But more 

importantly, there has to be the volitional factor. i.e.,. the 

readiness to treat the desires of other as if they were one's 

own. Horal thinking requires us to unJ.versalize our. volitions. 

It is by universalizing une '.s volitions that one ~-e~tain~ one • s 

judgments as prescriptive,. and prescrj.ptivity cannot be deduced 

from an.:t statement.s of fact. 

There has been a gradual shift in Hare 1 s position from· The 

Language of Noral through Freedom and Reason to Noral Thinkin~. 

He has gradually come to realise that the possible content of a 

moral.i.ty is no rrore narrowly restricted by the log;Lc of moral 
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language. In his later accounts of what. moral judgements 

mean he includes an interpretation of their univert:.ality · amo\mting 

to a strong substanthre requirement of impartiality among all 

persons. From the bare universality to a strong forr:'. of impar- · 

tiality is Hare's passage. 

The fare universality of noral cla.Lns is relatively 

uncontroversial, and might be: called part of tm neaning o£ moral 

terms. If I make a judgment about what I o.; soneone else ought to 

do, .I atn corrunitted to the view that anyone else in the same cir

cumstances ought to do the s~. The judgment is a consequence 

of more general principle. But this by itself yields nothing like 

impartia-li't:~y in the content of rnora.l. judgments, indeed if tells 

us very little about their content at all. Ethical egoism, for 

example, meets the condition of f¥e universality ~rfe~tly. And 

Hare .in his discussion o£ the 'fanatic' recognized that some 

appaling positions could be embraced as w1iversal prescriptions, 

in sorne sense. 

~~e ge·t impartie1lity only i£ we give a particular answer to 

the question, 'What is the attitude I ·take towards the acts covered 

by such a universal pr·inciple when I judge that they ought (or 

ought not ·)to be don.e? That is, we ner:~d an account of what it 

is to Erescribe ·that they be done, that everyone act in a certain 

way .. Hare • s view is that a prescription that something be done 

is tJ:-e expi:·ession o£ a desire or preference that it be done. And 



a universal prescri!)i::.ion ~r:presses a desire that the· thing 

be done in all similar casas in the eotual world. c:IIld also in 
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a.ll similar hypothetic:al cases "t..rhich differ from the actual ones 

only jn the identities of the pa~ticipants. 


